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Laszlo is afraid of the dark. 

The dark lives in the same house as Laszlo. Mostly, though, the dark stays in the basement 
and doesn't come into Lazslo's room. But one night, it does.

This is the story of how Laszlo stops being afraid of the dark. 

With emotional insight and poetic economy, two award-winning talents team up to conquer 
a universal childhood fear.

Lemony Snicket has been accused of leaving his readers in the dark. He is the author of 
Who Could That Be at This Hour?, the first book in a new series, All the Wrong Questions; 
the thirteen volumes in A Series of Unfortunate Events; 13 Words; and several other 
alarming books. He was last seen in a dimly lit area. You can visit him at 
www.LemonySnicketLibrary.com.
 
Jon Klassen was born in Winnipeg, where the dark arrives early for much of the year. He is 
the award-winning creator of several bestselling picture books, including I Want My Hat 
Back and This Is Not My Hat. He grew up in Niagara Falls and now lives in Los Angeles. Visit 
Jon online at www.burstofbeaden.com.New York Times Best Illustrated
2014 Charlotte Zolotow Award WinnerA School Library Journal Best Book of the YearA 
Publishers Weekly Best Book of the YearALSC Notable Books for Children

*"With his command of language, tone, and pacing, Snicket creates the perfect antidote to 
a universal fear. Klassen's spare gouache and digital illustrations in a quiet black, brown, 
and white palette (contrasted with Laszlo's light blue footy pajamas and the yellow light 
bulb) are well suited for a book about the unseen. Using simple black lines and color 
contrasts to provide atmosphere and depth, Klassen captures the essence of Snicket's 
story." 

-The Horn Book, starred review

*"In its willingness to acknowledge the darkness, and the elegant art of that 
acknowledgment, The Dark pays profound respect to the immediacy of childhood 
experiences."-Booklist, starred review

*"While it might not combat fear of the dark, it's an ingenius introduction to horror movie--
style catharsis, and a memorable ride on the emotional roller coaster that great 
storytelling creates."-Publishers Weekly, starred review

*"Snicket and Klassen present a picture book that tackles a basic childhood worry with 
suspense, a dash of humor, and a satisfying resolution."-School Library Journal, starred 
review
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* "An offbeat -- and spookily atmospheric -- approach to fear of the dark, with a creative 
story and high-impact artwork...an enjoyable thrill."-The Bulletin, starred review

* "Readers are going to want to read this one over and over."-Library Media Connection, 
starred review

"Laszlo, though a new creation for this story, somehow seems satisfyingly familiar."-Kirkus 
Reviews
Other Books
The Dark Web, The Up to Date Book on Dark Web & Dark Net You must read this book if 
you want to learn about or embark on the dark web journey. In this short book, you’ll learn 
the chilling tales of the dark web and dark net. You will know the fundamentals, the facts 
and figures about the surface web, the deep web and the dark web. The book also 
provides a broad overview of current and emerging digital threats and computer crimes. 
You will be updated with crucial information on fraud and identity theft carried out daily on 
the dark web. Specifically you will learn: What exactly is the dark web? The origin of the 
deep web and dark web. Activities that take place on the dark web. How the dark web 
affects you. How personal data is sold on the dark web. The pieces of data most often 
traded on the dark web. Human organ trafficking and child pornography services in the 
dark web. The dark web market places. The Tor network & how the Tor browser works. 
The story of Ross William Ulbricht, the man behind the Silk Road. The truth about the 
surface web: why some sites cannot be trusted with your information. The most important 
things you will learn: What you can do to protect yourself from malicious activities in the 
dark web. How to keep your internet identity safe on a daily basis.
�����. Facts & Figures of  the Dark  Web  The dark  web is the largest criminal 
underground where so many of the worst people in our society hide. Believe it or not, this is 
not far from true. There are claims out there that there is about 3000 to ..."
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